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IN ACTION

ldeal leadershiP behaviours

Having now clarified your beliefs about when people perform at their best, identify for each
'belief 'statement':
Those behaviours or actions that you would undertake that support the belief statement.
(Please refer to the example provided by your facilitator)
Highlight which those behaviours or actions that you believe are a strength of your current
leadership practice and those you believe to be a weakness.

(your ,belief statements' and ideal behaviours that support your belief statements are now
commonly referred to as your'theory of people leadership')

Ihese are the ideat behaviours and actions that would be required to brin!, about what is
sug[gfested in your Betief statement. Not necessarily what you do now.

1. Belief statement:

I believe that people in my group will perform at their best when... they ... have a clear
understanding of what is required of them (goals) and they feel supported to do it to the
very best of their abilitY

Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

o
o
.

I set clear goals
I ensure

for each of my direct reports in the team - s

and check that clear goals have been set for the rest of the team - O

I regularly monitor and check that team members have

achieve their goals or modify the goals if required

o
o
o
o
o
o

-

the resources and skills to

by:

asking
visiting PeoPle at their desks
requesting private meetings if necessary
frequently visiting their work spaces

I check on

a regular basis individually and collectively that people are travelling OK

litile about what is going on in peoples personal lives to ensure they are
supported when/if life impacts on work
I know a

.

I provide

coachingto ensure the best results and learningtakes place on work where

required

.
.

take opportunities to promote the good work of the team in a broader context
I have an open door policy that ensures that team or individual issues are dealt with

I

approPriatelY
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2. Belief statement:
that people in my group will perform at their best when... they ... are enabled to
use their skills, talents, resources and work/life experience to achieve innovative and
great outcomes for themselves and our team/organisation
I believe

Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

.

that everyone has the right tools (computers, desks, work spaces, private
areas) to get their best results for their work - S

.

the skill sets of each team member at the annual PADP to ensure the best
use of those skills for the team - O

o

I ensure

I question

I know the skills and talents of my team and allocate tasks according to either:

o
o
o
.
o

I

expedience (need the most experienced person to produce a result quickly) - S

development needs (someone has articulated that they would like to develop
certain skill)- O

a

allocate tasks according to the life experience stage of my staff - O

I loudly recognise great outcomes when they are achieved - O
I encourage and acknowledge innovation where possible with:

o
o

routine tasks and - O
One off projects - S

3. Belief statement:
that people in my group will perform at their best when... they
acknowledged and rewarded for those achievements
I believe

...

feel valued,

Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

.
.
.
o

warmly pass on any recognition or acknowledgement received for my team's good
work - S
I

I recognise good individual performance at the regular bi-monthly and annual PADP
meetings with filed copies of compliments received - O

the contributions of team members back to the contributor when
receiving compliments about the team's good work - S
I always acknowledge

I recognise my staff on a regular basis with nominations

for individual

PADP and Value

awards - S

.
.

I encourage others

to nominate my team members for Values awards - O

for and contribute personally to team functions on a regular basis to celebrate
new team members, departing team members or the achievement of major milestones
I arrange

.S

Leading People
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4. Belief statement:
I believe that people in my group will perform at their best when... they ... readily contribute
to team processes, trust their colleagues and feel their contributions are respected and
have an impact on decisions

Behaviours that would support that Belief statement:

'
o
'

I request feedback from team members about major changes before they occur
I encourage

team participation by recognising and rewarding projects or
activities that rely on team work
I actively encourage

o
'
.

team building on an annual basis with a team 'away' day

I

actively and promptly manage team conflict when it arises

I actively use
I

the term "team" whenever possible to describe the Department

listen respectfully to all contributions from team members whether:

o
o
o

individually and privately
in team meetings

in wider forums

5. Belief statement:
I believe that people in my group will perform at their best when... they ... want to come to
work, feel challenged, learn and enjoy their time spent here as part of a team

Behaviours that would suppoft that Belief statement:

o
.
.
o
.

I encourage

fun in the workplace and humour wherever possible

I regard each request

-O

for leave positively and trust that it is genuinely required

-S

I challenge the accepted way of staffing functions and attempt to be as creative as
possible to get the very best people for the roles in OD - S

as least one major'learning' experience per annum for each team
member, either formal training or options such as secondments or acting roles - S
I encourage

I role model and encourage the team to celebrate milestones in people's lives with

morning or afternoon teas, lunches or flowers as required - S

'
.
'

I build the teams within the OD team by encouraging functional team goals and mini
team meetings within the OD Department - O

the 'extra yards' taken by some team members to ensure the 'discretional
effort' they contribute is not taken for granted - S
I monitor

I role model good

work/life balance and expect my team members to do the same

-S

Please bring copies of your'theory' of beliefs and supporting ideal behaviours to
session 3 (please bring enough copies for each person in your group)
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